
Time  ieves & Escape Triggers
First, identify the “Time Thieves” and “Escape Triggers” that are abducting our attention, and put things in place to 
keep ourselves from getting oo-course in the first place. Use these as models to look for in your own life - a set of 
patterns to view your own behavior through - to help you spot where they happen. We want to particularly look at the 
triggers that “abduct” us in the first place, and see what is coming up psychologically that is leading to us habitually 
and unconsciously interrupt high-value, business-building work, and get caught in a pattern that keeps us occupied 
with things that produce no money-making value.
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What are your most obvious CHASERs, Rabbit Holes, and Systemic Interruptions - activities that you 
find yourself doing automatically that keep you occupied and not producing value that leads to profit?

What is the trigger that kicks oo these patterns? Note the steps in the process of how the pattern 
activates. Make a mental note of the emotional feeling that you get right before your attention gets 
sucked into one of these non-productive activities, so you are aware of it as it happens next time...



�e Productivity Pyramid

�e Willpower Window

Each day, we tend to do the same things habitually, whether we consciously realize it or not. Some of our activities are 
very high-value to our business, and some are very low value (some are actually negative value). By identifying the ac-
tivities in each category, it brings awareness, and begins the process of change. Use this exercise to sort the activities 
you do in your business into the categories listed below. Try to identify at least five diierent activities for each category, 
and then consider how much time you spend each day doing each. The objective is to turn the pyramid “upside down” 
- and spend m- and spend most of your time doing high-value activites each day - so you grow your business, profit and income.
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High Lifetime Value Activities:

High Dollar Per Hour Value Activities:

Low Dollar Per Hour Value Activities: 

Zero / Negative Value Activities:

What are the specific high-value activities that you will do FIRST when you begin work each day? How could 
you set up your environment so you do these activities first thing, consistently, without interruption?
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